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Message

The 2022 end of the year electric debacle with rolling blackouts to conserve energy in single
digit weather shows that not less, but more solar and wind energy generation is needed in NC.
Duke Energy claims that the company was not able to take energy from interstate providers,
but through more solar generators and other forms of backup, this whole catastrophe could
have had a betting outcome.
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As a current owner of rooftop solar, I am appalled at Duke Energy's efforts to change their
position on solar energy.  They plan on charging current users more than the monthly
connection fee for the meter.  I provide energy to the grid, which I get credit for, often in
excess of what I use.  Why should I pay an additional fee?  

Duke plans on changing the way they meter the electricity from my home by claiming it is
costing poorer customers to subsidize my solar panels. I paid for these panels myself and want
only to offset the need for electricity which grows yearly.  How are my panels costing anyone
anything?  My adding energy to the grid is that much less that Duke has to provide.

Duke plans on creating more gas powered plans when they should be looking at renewables
like wind and solar.  I feel that Duke energy wants only to generate as much profit as possible
instead of following the NC mandate to create more renewable power. They should welcome
home owners who can afford to buy solar panels to assist them in North Carolina's energy
goals.  

Thank you for your attention on this matter,

Edward Deadmon
470 Abercorn Circle 
Chapel Hill, NC 27516
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Statement of Position Submitted

Name

Sue Hayden

Email

suehayden@mindspring.com

Docket

E-100 Sub 180

Message

Duke Energy continues to try to gouge consumers and destroy the planet in their continuous
focus on money, money, money. Please STOP letting Duke Energy dictate terms and violate
the laws. We need solar, and citizens need to be free to install solar WITHOUT having to pay
a kickback to one of the most heavily polluting energy companies that exist. Duke already
spends millions on false advertising.... those millions come from the consumer, from people
like me. Don't let them get away with breaking the law again and charging me more money
under false pretenses! Duke is very much out of step with reality and with ethics. Don't let
them bribe or intimidate NCUC into letting them continue to destroy our beautiful state!
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